Carbon nanotubes–elastomer actuator driven electrothermally by low-voltage†
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Electroactive polymers (EAPs) have attracted attention in many fields such as robotics, sensors devices and biomedical devices. However, the practical application of these actuators has still problems due to incomplete reversibility and high applied voltage. In order to overcome these problems, in this study, we have shown actuator based on phase transition that is consisted of the carbon nanotubes yarn infiltrated with the mixture of elastomer and methanol. Our electrothermally driven hybrid coiled yarn muscle provides a work capacity of 0.49 kJ kg⁻¹ and a tensile contraction of 30.5% within ~3 s on an applied stress of 3.1 MPa at an applied DC voltage of 5 V. The maximum work capacity is under isobaric 23.4 MPa, which is 110 times that of typical mammalian skeletal muscles. This actuator may serve as a promising candidate for the practical use in soft robotics.

Artificial muscles that can convert electrical, thermal or chemical energy into mechanical energy for tensile contraction, torsional rotation or bending, have received considerable attention for their promising applications in exoskeletons, prosthetics devices and microfluidics.¹ ⁴ Various types of materials, such as the piezoelectric ceramics,⁷ ⁸ electroactive polymers,⁷ ¹² shape memory alloys¹³ and shape memory polymers,¹⁴ ¹⁶ have been used as actuators that could be driven by external stimuli. Among them, electroactive polymers (EAPs) have received a considerable attention owing to the advantages of flexibility, lightness and low cost.² ⁷ ¹² EAPs can be divided into two groups: ionic-EAPs and electronic-EAPs.⁹ The electronic-EAPs, such as electrostatic, dielectric and liquid crystal elastomers, can be operated with a short response time and large strain. However, in order to actuate the electronic-EAPs, a high operating voltage is needed.¹⁰ ¹³ As a result, it is largely limited for many applications due to major safety concerns. To overcome the disadvantage of electronic EAPs, many researchers have considered phase change materials as the attractive alternative materials to conventional electromechanical actuators.¹⁷ ¹⁹ For example, Lima et al. introduced a single-plied coiled CNT yarn infiltrated with paraffin-based actuator.¹⁷ This actuator provided the tensile actuation of over 5% by phase change at 32 V cm⁻¹. In addition, Zhou et al. reported carbon nanotubes (CNTs)/elastomer composite actuator, which could be driven by phase transition at low voltage (<100 V). The use of reversible liquid–vapour phase transition materials allows for a much larger expansion strain that can be obtained at low voltage.¹²

CNTs have been well known for attractive properties, such as low density, high tensile strength, high electrical conductivity and thermal properties that can be extended on a macroscopic scale based on a highly aligned structure of continuous CNTs fibers.²⁰ ²² It has been reported that the formation of a coil structure with twisted CNT yarn can reversibly produce unique rotation and contraction due to volume change when driven by steam, solvent, light, current etc.¹⁷ ²¹ ²³ ²⁴ Among these actuation method, Joule heating has an advantage for practical application because of the easy temperature control and remote operation. In addition, the rapid thermal response of CNTs has become widespread in almost all heat-generating devices, such as electrothermal actuators.

In this communication, we fabricated a coiled yarn infiltrated with an elastomer–methanol composite, which was termed as the HCYM. The actuation of HCYM was caused by the gas pressure of vapourised methanol at low voltage. When using the HCYM, a work capacity of 0.49 kJ kg⁻¹ and a maximum contraction of 30.5% can be achieved within ~3 s under an applied stress of 3.1 MPa at low input voltage (5 V). In addition, the HCYM actuator generated a short driving period and a higher shape recovery rate. A high mechanical work capacity of 0.85 kJ kg⁻¹ was achieved under an applied stress of 23.4 MPa, which was 110 times higher than 7.7 J kg⁻¹ of mammalian skeletal muscle.²⁵ The HCYM actuator had an excellent actuation and short driving period compared with electrothermal-based actuator.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c8na00204e
The working mechanism for the electrothermally driven HCYM consisting of an infiltrating elastomer and methanol composite that was incorporated into a twisted and coiled CNT yarn has been shown in Fig. 1a. At power-on, the liquid of methanol converted to a vapour when the methanol in the elastomer reached the boiling temperature. Therefore, actuation occurred as the gas pressure increased inside the coiled yarn, which led to a volume expansion for the elastomer. When heating continued at a temperature slightly higher than the boiling point of methanol, further expansion occurred because of the increase in the elastomer pressure. As a result, the HCYM obtained excellent contraction. After the applied voltage was turned off, heat was lost by the air and the vapour became liquid methanol again and the actuator was restored to its initial state. Fig. 1b shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the HCYM. The HCYM, having a diameter of around 220 μm, was fully coiled under a constant load of 7.8 MPa. The coiled structure provided a high actuation performance. In addition, the penetration of guest material into the neatly coiled CNT yarn improved the performance of the actuator, and effective distribution of guest materials was essential to achieve high contraction output and excellent stability. Fig. 1c and d show the different surface morphologies of neat CNT yarn and hybrid coiled yarn muscle, respectively. Before infiltration, the CNTs fiber bundles can be clearly observed. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 1d, a smooth region without interspace is observed on the surface of the hybrid coiled yarn muscle, which indicated that the CNTs fiber bundles were coated by elastomer–methanol composite material. These results show that the hybrid-coiled yarn muscle was uniformly filled with guest material to give an excellent actuation performance to the coiled hybrid yarn.

The used HCYM was prepared by twisting MWNT aerogel sheet drawn from a MWNT forest that was grown by chemical vapour deposition method. The resistance of the sample was greatly affected by the number of layers of CNTs sheet. Fig. S1† shows the relationship between resistance and the number of layers of CNTs sheet. Resistance decreased from 56.1 Ω cm⁻¹ to 6.1 Ω cm⁻¹ as the number of layers increased from 5 to 50. Accordingly, the sample resistance could be controlled by the CNTs layers. Moreover, in the case of 50 layers of CNTs, the temperature exceeded the boiling point of methanol, which was generated by the applied voltage. Therefore, the experiment was performed with 50 layers of CNTs sample.

The actuation performance of the HCYM was caused by the amount of methanol in the elastomer. Therefore, the effect of methanol amount in the elastomer on the contraction of the HCYM has been discussed and the result is shown in Fig. 2a. When the weight ratio of methanol to elastomer was 3:1, a maximum contraction of 30.5% was obtained compared with other samples. Besides, the presently used HCYM showed better actuation performance than the actuator of the coiled-CNT yarn infiltrated with paraffin that was electrothermally driven.17 Unless otherwise noted herein, the coiled CNTs yarn infiltrated with a 3:1 weight ratio of methanol to elastomer was chosen and focused on this work. Fig. 2b shows the relationship between contraction, work capacity and the different twist insertion of initial CNT yarn. The increase in twisting of the initial yarn affected the amount of infiltrated elastomer–methanol composite and the actuation performance. When the twist insertion of initial yarn decreased, the low-inserted twist yarns provided a lot of internal void space in the yarn. Therefore, a relatively large amount of elastomer–methanol composite existed in the HCYM, which resulted in an excellent actuation performance. In contrast, when the twist insertion of the initial yarn increased, the highly twisted yarns offered less internal void space, which resulted in a relatively small amount of elastomer–methanol composite in the HCYM. As a result, the highly twisted yarn showed a low actuation performance. Based on these facts, the low-inserted twist yarn for the HCYM showed an excellent actuation performance and a work capacity up to 30.5% and 0.498 kJ kg⁻¹, respectively, whereas, the HCYM with highly twisted yarn provided a low performance with the contraction of 3.8% and a mechanical work capacity of 0.06 kJ kg⁻¹ on the same stress. The reason for the difference in performance depending on the twist was due to the difference in the amount of elastomer–methanol composite in the HCYM. Experimentally, the HCYM with 500 turns per m could be made up to 92.4 wt% of elastomer–methanol composite, whereas the 3000 turns per m yarn was 81.9 wt%. Note in Fig. S2, ESI† that the progressive increase in the layer number of CNT sheets was affected by the muscle contraction. The contraction of the HCYM progressively increased from 3.6% for 5 sheets CNTs to 30.5% for 50 sheets CNTs.

Fig. 3a shows the contraction actuation as function of time during five contraction/expansion cycles of the HCYM. Also,
a fast response electrothermal actuator was obtained in this work. When the HCYM was heated electrothermally, the volume expansion, mainly caused by the phase transition of methanol from liquid state to vapour state, drove the contraction along the coil axis. At power-off, the HCYM was stretched until the original shape and length were substantially recovered due to phase transition from the vapour state to the liquid state. A contraction of 30.5% was obtained with an applied DC voltage of 5 V at an isobaric load of 3.1 MPa within 3 seconds. When the applied DC voltage of 5 V was turned off, the HCYM restored its initial length within 2 seconds (Movie S1 in the ESI†). When exposed to an external electrical stimulation a fast-response electrothermal actuator for the HCYM was obtained with its excellent tensile actuation and stability. Furthermore, the total contraction process took less time than an electrothermal-based actuator.25 The stress dependence of contraction and specific work capacity for the HCYM was also electrothermally measured, as shown in Fig. 3b. Results revealed that an applied stress of 3.1 MPa had a maximum contraction of 30.5% and a specific work capacity of 0.49 kJ kg⁻¹, which was 63 times higher than that of typical mammalian skeletal muscles (7.7 J kg⁻¹).25 The stroke decreased after applying stress below 3.1 MPa, which indicated that it was consistent with the proximity of adjacent coils impeding contraction. In addition, applying high stress reduced the stroke due to the lower Young’s modulus of the yarn in the contraction state and the greater elastic elongation at higher loads in the initial state.17

At the stress of 23.4 MPa, the maximum specific work capacity was 0.85 kJ kg⁻¹, which is 110 times that of typical mammalian skeletal muscles. With the increase in DC voltage from 3 V to 8 V, the contraction actuations of the HCYM ranged from 3.5% to 39.3%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c. When DC voltage continued to increase, further expansion occurred. This is because the gas pressure increased in the elastomer–methanol composite, which led to the high contraction actuation of the HCYM. As shown in Fig. S3,† at high voltage (6 V and 8 V), although the high contraction actuation was achieved, the actuation performance of the HCYM remarkably decreased for 10 min. Conversely, at low voltage (4 V and 5 V), the actuation performance retained for 10 min. This is because methanol can stay trapped in the composite materials. Finally, Fig. 3d shows the reversibility of the actuation performance of the HCYM. The contraction was almost the same after a DC voltage of 5 V was applied during 50 cycles. By exposing the material to an air flow after the applied voltage was turned off, the temperature inside the coiled yarn decreased and the vapourized methanol became liquid again. This allowed the coil to elongate to its original length. The highly reversible actuation of HCYM can be obtained at low voltage.

Fig. 4 shows a novel application of the HCYM-based artificial muscle that can verify the applicability of the HCYM into the soft robot. The HCYM unit was designed, as shown in Fig. 4a and b, and applied it to the lever arm. To operate the lever arm, the commercial batteries (AAA, 6 V, ESI Fig. S4†) were used, resulting in a lever arm that could be smoothly moved by the HCYM actuator. When a stress of 23.4 MPa was applied to the actuator, a 10 g weight attached at the end could be lifted and...
a ∼1 cm could be moved with and without an applied voltage of 6 V, as shown in Fig. 4c and d and Movie S2.†

Conclusions

In summary, electrothermally-driven hybrid coiled CNTs infiltrated with a mixture of the methanol and elastomer composite (HCYM) were successfully fabricated. At power-on, the volume expansion, mainly caused by the phase transition of methanol from liquid state to vapour state, drove the contraction along the coil axis. When using the coiled CNTs yarn infiltrated with the methanol–elastomer composite (3:1 weight ratio) generated a high contraction of 30.5% and a work capacity of 0.49 kJ kg⁻¹ were obtained under an isobaric stress of 3.1 MPa at an applied voltage of 5 V. The relationship between temperature and contraction proved to be advantageous in controlling the actuator and achieving a more accurate tensile actuation. The coiled composite yarn recovered its original length with a shape recovery ratio of nearly 100% at power-off. Also, shorter drive period (∼3 s) and higher shape recovery were demonstrated in comparison with electrothermally-based actuator. Consequently, the HCYM has the advantages of easy-fabrication, lightweight, low applied voltage and high contraction. The HCYM might also be a promising candidate for its practical use in robotics, air vehicles and medical devices (e.g., exoskeletons, micro-robots, prosthetics and microfluidics).
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